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Measurement of Inherent Particle Properties by Dynamic Light
Scattering: Introducing Electrorotational Light Scattering

Bernhard PrOger, Peter Eppmann, Edwin Donath, and Jan Gimsa
Institute of Biology, Humboldt University, Berlin, Germany

ABSTRACT Common dynamic light scattering (DLS) methods determine the size and c-potential of particles by analyzing
the motion resulting from thermal noise or electrophoretic force. Dielectric particle spectroscopy by common microscopic
electrorotation (ER) measures the frequency dependence of field-induced rotation of single particles to analyze their inherent
dielectric structure. We propose a new technique, electrorotational light scattering (ERLS). It measures ER in a particle
ensemble by a homodyne DLS setup. ER-induced particle rotation is extracted from the initial decorrelation of the intensity
autocorrelation function (ACF) by a simple optical particle model. Human red blood cells were used as test particles, and
changes of the characteristic frequency of membrane dispersion induced by the ionophore nystatin were monitored by ERLS.
For untreated control cells, a rotation frequency of 2 s-1 was induced at the membrane peak frequency of 150 kHz and a field
strength of 12 kV/m. This rotation led to a decorrelation of the ACF about 10 times steeper than that of the field free control.
For deduction of ERLS frequency spectra, different criteria are discussed. Particle shape and additional field-induced motions
like dielectrophoresis and particle-particle attraction do not significantly influence the criteria. For nystatin-treated cells,
recalculation of dielectric cell properties revealed an ionophore-induced decrease in the internal conductivity. Although the
absolute rotation speed and the rotation sense are not yet directly accessible, ERLS eliminates the tedious microscopic
measurements. It offers computerized, statistically significant measurements of dielectric particle properties that are espe-
cially suitable for nonbiological applications, e.g., the study of colloidal particles.

INTRODUCTION

Dielectrophoresis (DEP) and electrorotation (ER) are re-
lated dielectric spectroscopy techniques. They measure the
field frequency dependence of single-particle movement
induced by AC fields. In DEP, particles in an inhomoge-
neous field move toward or away from regions of high field
strength, depending on their polarizability relative to that of
the suspension medium. Dielectric dispersions mediate the
frequency-dependent changes of the DEP force. Such dis-
persions are characteristic for Maxwell-Wagner, Debye, or
complex electrochemical charge transfer processes. In prin-
ciple, information on dielectric particle properties could
also be provided by conventional impedance spectroscopy.
Nonetheless, several advantages favor single-particle spec-
troscopy. These methods are independent of solution vol-
ume and electrode impedance because the measured effect,
particle movement, is caused by the difference in polariz-
ability of external medium and the particle itself. Extremely
low particle concentrations can be used, thereby avoiding
particle-particle interactions.

In ER, a rotating field induces a dipole moment on the
particles that rotates at the same angular frequency. Depend-
ing on the frequency-dependent polarizability of the suspen-
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sion medium relative to that of the particle, medium or
particle polarization dominates. The two cases correspond
to an induced dipole moment parallel or antiparallel to the
field vector. Any dispersion process causes a spatial phase
shift between the rotating external field and the induced
dipole moment. Depending on the relative polarizability, the
interaction of dipole moment and external field then induces
a torque, causing individual particle rotation against (anti-
field rotation) or in (cofield rotation) the rotation direction
of the field. The particle rotation speed depends on rota-
tional friction and is typically on the order of one revolution
per second. ER spectra are obtained when particle rotation
speed and rotation direction relative to the field are mea-
sured as a function of the field frequency. The torque and
therefore particle rotation are maximized if the relaxation
time of the dispersion process and the period of the external
field match. Thus the frequencies of ER peaks correspond to
the characteristic frequencies of certain dispersion pro-
cesses. Dielectric properties can be recalculated by applying
appropriate dielectric particle models. Multishell spherical,
cylindrical, and ellipsoidal models are readily available
(Sauer and Schlogl, 1985; Fuhr et al., 1985; Paul and
Otwinowski, 1991; Muller et al., 1993; Jones, 1995). The
shells and core of these models consist of homogeneous
media characterized by their dielectric constants and con-
ductivities. Furthermore, additional dispersions of the media
properties were introduced. They are mediated by disper-
sions of the transmembrane ion transport (Donath et al.,
1990), the inhomogeneity of the cytoplasmatic structure
(Asami and Yamaguchi, 1992), Debye dispersions of cyto-
plasmatic proteins (Gimsa et al., 1996), or dispersions of
membrane properties due to the limited mobility of mem-
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brane-trapped lipophilic ions (Sukhorukov and Zimmer-
mann, 1996).

Despite their principal advantage, microscopic ER mea-
surements are tedious and restricted to the microscopically
accessible particle range. Large numbers of measurements
on single particles are required for statistical significance.
To overcome these drawbacks we introduce electrorota-
tional light scattering (ERLS), a combination of ER and
conventional dynamic light scattering (DLS). DLS analyzes
the fluctuations of light scattered by suspended particles. An
autocorrelation analysis of the light intensity is performed to
obtain concise information on the particle movement. The
light intensity I(t) for any time t is multiplied by the inten-
sity at an instant T later, I(t + ). Averaging over t leads to
the autocorrelation function (ACF) C(T) = (I(t)I(t + T))/
(I(t))2, a function that depends only on the correlation time
T. Generally, the stochastic nature of the particle motion
results in a decorrelation of the intensity signal. For exam-
ple, for pure translational diffusion and a monodisperse
suspension a single exponentially decaying ACF is obtained
(Beme and Pecora, 1976; Ostrowski, 1993).
ERLS allows the simultaneous registration of the field-

induced individual movement of many particles or cells
within a population. To apply ERLS to particle rotation, an
optical anisotropy of the particles is required. Our ERLS
setup uses a single beam-single detector setup to record the
ACF of scattered light intensity from suspensions of such
particles. The field frequency-dependent particle motion
generates field frequency-dependent ACFs. First qualitative
results on ERLS measurements have been published re-
cently (Gimsa et al., 1995). They were conducted in a
special ER chamber fitted into the cuvette holder of a
commercial light-scattering device. In the meantime, a light
scattering theory for ERLS (Eppmann et al., 1996) and an
optimized ERLS setup have been developed.

In the field of biology ER is a useful method for detecting
dielectric property changes of single cells caused by the
physiological impact of certain treatments (for reviews see
Fuhr et al., 1996; Gimsa et al., 1991a). To test our new
method, we used human red blood cells, because their
dielectric properties are well known (Pauly and Schwan,
1966; Bao et al., 1993; Gimsa et al., 1996). Like most
biological cells, these cells show spectra with two major
peaks, an antifield rotation peak in the kilohertz range and
a cofield peak in the megahertz range. The processes gen-
erating these peaks are related to membrane polarization
and the dispersion of ohmic conductivity-dominated polar-
ization, respectively. The two peaks are especially sensitive
to membrane capacitance and cytoplasmic conductivity.
When the two ER peaks are sufficiently separated, in the
peak range the torque dependence on field frequency, f, is
proportional to the Lorentzian term, (f/fc)/(l + (f/fC)2),
where fC stands for the characteristic frequency of the re-
spective dispersion process (Fuhr et al., 1985; Pastushenko
et al., 1985). In addition, red cells possess significant optical
structures. Nystatin was applied to induce changes in ER
behavior, to be followed by ERLS. It induces a loss of

cytoplasmatic ions, which can be followed on single cells as
a change in their dielectric properties (Gimsa et al., 1994).
This model system allows us to discuss limitations and new
possibilities of ERLS and to test a theory for extraction of
ER spectra from the ACFs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Measuring chamber

For ER measurements by DLS we designed an optically transparent cham-
ber (Fig. 1 A). The coverslips of the chamber could be removed for
cleaning. Four 90° phase-shifted signals were applied to four electrodes,
inducing a vertically rotating field in a plane perpendicular to the optical
axis. The distance of two opposing electrodes was about 1.4 mm. The
electrodes were driven by a home-made four-channel power amplifier by
symmetrical square-wave signals with a maximum amplitude of 25 VPP. At

Electrode connector

FIGURE 1 Experimental setup for ERLS measurements. (A) Design of
the measuring chamber. The measuring volume is given by a cylindrical
drill hole of 5 mm length and a diameter of 2 mm. The platinum wire
electrodes (diameter 0.8 mm) partially project into the measuring volume.
(B) The measuring chamber was illuminated by a laser beam 100 ,um in
diameter. Scattered light intensity was detected through a pinhole by a
photon multiplier (PM) at the detection angle 0. The analog PM signal was
processed by a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) and fed into the cor-
relator. The computer containing the correlator card also drove the four-
phase-field generator via the Hewlett-Packard interface bus (HP-IB).
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a driving voltage of 16 Vpp, an antifield peak rotation speed of approxi-
mately 2 s-' was measured microscopically for control cells.

ERLS device

The ERLS device consisted of the components depicted in Fig. 1 B. A
10-mW HeNe laser (A = 632.8 nm) was used. All optical components were
arranged on an optical bench so that they would be freely accessible. The
chamber was aligned by an x-y stage relative to the laser beam to ensure
optical detection from its center. To observe the scattered light with and
without particles and to approximate homodyne detection, a screen in the
detection plane was used. Homodyne detection is essential for minimizing
the influence of particle flows on the detected fluctuation signal. During
measurements, a long-distance microscope (model K2; ISCO-OPTIC
GmbH, Gottingen, Germany) enabled us to check the chamber for unde-
sired flows or bubbles.

The analog light intensity signal detected by a photon multiplier (model
H5773-01; Hamamatsu Photonics Deutschland GmbH, Herrsching, Ger-
many) through a 100-,lm pinhole was transformed into a digital pulse
signal by a home-made voltage-controlled oscillator. The autocorrelation
analysis of the digital signal was performed by a correlator card (BI-
9000AT; Brookhaven Instruments, Holtsville, NY). Field frequencies and
amplitudes of a measuring protocol could be programmed to a personal
computer containing the correlator card. The computer also drove the field
generator (pulse generator HP8130A; Hewlett-Packard, Rockville, MD).

ERLS measurements

Previous measurements and theoretical considerations have indicated that
the detected rotation effect is maximized near an effective scattering angle
O = 100 (Gimsa et al., 1995; Eppmann et al., 1996). To reduce the number
of experimental parameters to be considered, the angle was fixed at 0 =
10° (see also Discussion). The effective scatter volume can be approxi-
mated from chamber length and beam diameter to be about 0.04 mm3. At
a cell concentration of 0.02% (v/v), this corresponds to a mean particle
number of about 80. The sample time of the correlator, AT, denoting the
smallest decay step in the ACF, was set to 5 ms. With its 236 linearly
spaced channels, the correlator allowed a maximum correlation depth of
1.18 s. The 5-ms sample time provided a temporal resolution high enough
for the analysis of individual particle rotation up to the peak rotation speed.
Furthermore, the correlation depth was still long enough to observe the
slow diffusional decorrelation without field-induced motion. ERLS fre-
quency spectra were measured over four decades of the extemal field
frequency at approximately 2:1 frequency steps. To allow measurement of
complete ERLS spectra within 6 min, a correlator run time of 20 s was used
for each measuring point.

Measuring solutions

For measurements, human red blood cells were suspended in an isotonic
300 mOsmol sucrose solution containing 1 mM phosphate buffer (pH 6.8).
Unless stated otherwise, a hematocrit of 0.02% (v/v) was used. The
conductivity of the suspension was checked after every measurement. It
was usually about 10 mS/m. To perform nystatin measurements, various
amounts of a stock solution (5 mM nystatin in dimethylformamide) were
added to the solution before cell suspension (for details see Gimsa et al.,
1994). The suspension was injected into the measuring chamber by a
syringe via tubes. All measurements were carried out at a room temperature
of 23°C.

RESULTS

Influence of field-induced cell rotation on
the ACF

The effect of ER on the ACF was measured at a driving
voltage of 16 Vpp and a frequency of 150 kHz. This fre-

quency is close to the antifield peak frequency of the cells.
Microscopic observation revealed that ER oriented the ob-
late cells. They rotated at about 2 revolutions/s around their
short axis. Fig. 2 clearly shows that induced rotation re-
sulted in a decay of the ACFs approximately 10 times
steeper than the control. Nonreproducible fluctuations re-
mained on the baseline level calculated from the square of
the averaged intensity. These fluctuations had a higher rate
than those measured for the control without field. The inset
in Fig. 2 shows that the initial part of the ER-ACFs is not an
exponential decay function. Therefore, a simple interpreta-
tion (as in the case of diffusion) is not possible. Neverthe-
less, for given field conditions and cell concentration, the
initial decay of the ACFs was fairly reproducible. We found
that the time necessary for the ACF to decay to a given level
(e.g., CQT) - 1 = 0.75) decreases with the induced cell
rotation speed. To consider the influence of different exper-
imental parameters on the ACFs obtained by ERLS, we
used the reciprocal of the 0.75 decay time of an ACF (1/T75)
as a measure of the ER speed.

Without field, a large error range for the ACFs was
found. This was due to the short run time (20 s). On
averaging several ACFs, a smoothly decaying mean ACF
was obtained (Fig. 2). It exhibited a local minimum at a
correlation time of about 1.5 s. The minimum (outside the
range presented in Fig. 2) was below the baseline. This
behavior can only be explained by a partially heterodyne
detection, which could not be avoided with our complex
chamber structure.
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FIGURE 2 Influence of ER on the ACF of a red blood cell suspension at
an external medium conductivity of 10 mS/m. The baseline-substracted
ACFs were normalized to unity at T = 0. The control curve (dashed lines)
represents the average of eight ACFs obtained from control cells without
field. Maximum and minimum values of all control ACFs are presented as

error range. For clarity, only four ACFs are shown in the presence of a

rotating field of 150 kHz.
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Influence of cell concentration on
ER-decorrelation of the ACF

To find an optimal cell concentration for ERLS, we made
repetitive measurements of the 1/T75 values at different cell
concentrations. Results for field frequencies of 25 kHz and
200 kHz and without field are presented in Fig. 3. It can be
seen that the reproducibility and the sensitivity (values with
field compared to those without field) are comparably good
above 0.005%.

But sensitivity is not the only criterion. The cell concen-
tration must be low enough to avoid aggregation or electri-
cal and hydrodynamic cell-cell interactions. Furthermore,
for concentrations of 0.08% and above, multiple scattering
increased. It could be observed that for such concentrations
the zero beam was significantly weakened. To obtain high
sensitivity for ER detection at low deviations, we therefore
used 0.02% for further experiments. This concentration
ensured high reproducibility of the 1/T75 values, low cell-
cell interaction, and low multiple scattering.

Correlation of the 1/T75 criterion with cell
rotation speed

To test whether 1/T75 is a reliable quantitative measure of
cell rotation speed, we varied the rotation speed by changing
the field frequency and the field strength (Fig. 4). Rotation
speed varies with the square of the applied field strength and
a Lorentzian frequency dependence. Changing the fre-
quency around the antifield peak alters the rotation speed
without affecting the overall Joule heating, leaving possible
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Cell concentration/% and a driving voltage of 16 Vpp as unity. The characteristicfrequency was obtained according to the model of Gimsa et
al. (1996) to be 140 kHz at the medium conductivity of 9.6FIGURE 3 Concentration dependence of 1/T75 values for red blood cell
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coefficient of 0.98. This behavior proves that ERLS is
sensitive for the detection of ER peaks, where the highest
rotation speeds occur. For relative rotations below 0.1, the
increase in induced rotation cannot be resolved. Obviously,
the field induces particle motions other than rotation that
lead to a decorrelation adding to that caused by Brownian
motion. Above 0.1 it can be seen that fields that do not
efficiently induce cell rotation (25 kHz and 1 MHz) yield
higher l/Tr75 values, although they induce a relatively low
rotation.

ER spectra measured by ERLS

Fig. 5 compares different criteria to obtain ERLS spectra
from ACF measurements. For each frequency six ACF
recordings were summarized. A 1/X25 criterion and an initial
decay criterion derived from the same ACFs are plotted in
Fig. 5, D and C, in addition to the I/T75 criterion (Fig. 5 B).
The initial decay criterion is the averaged decay rate of the
normalized ACFs within the first 30 ms. The short (30-ms)
interval ensured that the nonreproducible fluctuations of the
ACFs did not affect the initial decay values. From measure-
ments of the field strength dependence, this criterion was
found to increase approximately with the square of cell
rotation speed (see also Discussion and Fig. 9 B).
To facilitate the interpretation of the different ERLS

criteria, a comparison with theoretical curves is provided
(Fig. 5 A). The latter are calculated from the dielectric cell
model of Gimsa et al. (1996). For the direct comparison of
the ERLS results with the theoretical ER spectrum, the
imaginary part of the Clausius-Mossotti factor (Fig. 5 A,
solid curve) was transformed in different ways to obtain
theoretical ERLS spectra (Fig. 5, B and C, solid curves; for
further details see Discussion). All ERLS spectra clearly
exhibit a maximum in the frequency range of the antifield
ER peak. A slight depression, most obvious for the 1/X25
criterion (Fig. 5 D), can be seen at 100 kHz. Because ERLS
is not sensitive to the sense of rotation, spectra do not show
the reversal of rotation above 2 MHz. After a minimum at
around 2 MHz, the values increase again, exhibiting a small
plateau around 12 MHz. Microscopic observations of the
cells in parallel to ERLS measurements showed that cells
reorient around this frequency. Below 12 MHz the oblate
cells always rotated around their short axis. After reorien-
tation they rotated perpendicular to that axis. Another dif-
ficulty was that only the low-frequency flank of the cofield
peak (theoretically expected at 33 MHz) could be measured,
because 25 MHz was the highest frequency that could be
reached by our device. Because of these difficulties, we
decided to focus on the interpretation of the antifield peak.
The characteristic frequency of this peak was extracted by
nonlinear regression in the range from 12.5 kHz to 1 MHz
(Fig. 5, B and C, dashed lines). For the r/T75 data, a
Lorentzian function consisting of a scaling factor and an
offset was used. Similarly, the initial decay values were
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FIGURE 5 Comparison of theoretical frequency spectra obtained from
the dielectric cell model (A) and ERLS measurements (B, C, and D). Every
point in B, C, and D represents data obtained by the same six ACF
measurements. (A) Solid line: ER spectrum given as the frequency-depen-
dent imaginary part of the Clausius-Mossotti factor of the cell model at a
medium conductivity of 10 mS/m (see text). Dashed line: The real part of
the Clausius-Mossotti factor decribing the frequency dependence of the
dielectrophoretic force, i.e., the force acting on a cell due to field inhomo-
geneities within the chamber. Dotted line: The square of the absolute value
of the Clausius-Mossotti factor describing the frequency dependence of the
cell-cell attraction force. (B) ERLS spectrum of red blood cells. The points
represent data obtained by the h/T75 criterion. The dotted line represents a

nonlinear fit of all points of the antifield peak range (see text). The solid
line is the theoretical spectrum of the dielectric cell model transformed as

described in the text. (C) Data obtained by the initial decay criterion. The
dotted line represents a nonlinear fit of the antifield peak. The solid line is
a transformation of the theoretical spectrum according to the initial decay
criterion (see text). (D) Data obtained by the /X25 criterion. The solid line
is a spline curve. The influence of dielectrophoretic effects is clearly visible
at 100 kHz (see Discussion).

fitted, except that a quadratic Lorentzian function was ap-
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plied. Values of 160 and 162 kHz for the position of the
antifield peak were found from the two criteria.

ERLS spectra measured on red blood cells under
the influence of nystatin

The time dependence of ERLS spectra under the influence
of nystatin was followed in the antifield peak range from 25
kHz to 1 MHz. In Fig. 6 the spectra of runs without nystatin
(control cells) as well as for 10 ,ug/ml and 20 ,ug/ml nystatin
are shown. After cell suspension for every nystatin concen-
tration, the measurements were repeated three times at 10-
min intervals. The measuring protocol consisted of the
detection of a control ACF without field 2 min after cham-
ber filling. The frequency dependence of the ACFs was then
measured at six frequencies, starting at 1 MHz. At each
frequency the ACF was recorded for 20 s, starting 2 s after
the rotating field was switched on. Using this protocol,
individual spectra could be measured within 3 min. The
whole measurement was carried out within 120 min on the
same blood sample. ERLS spectra were obtained from the
l/T75 criterion (Fig. 6) and from the initial decay criterion
(not shown). Fits of the spectra according to the procedures
described above yielded the characteristic frequency, fc, of
the antifield peak, as well as a scaling factor. The offset of
all measurements did not vary significantly; it was not
considered further. Changes of the peak rotation speed were
derived from changes of the scaling factor relative to that of
the control. In Table 1, the fitted peak frequencies and peak
heights are compiled for both the 1/T75 and the initial decay
criteria.

Control spectra showed no significant shift of character-
istic frequencies fc or rotation speed within 35 min. Under
the influence of nystatin, a decrease infc was found. For 10
,ug/ml nystatin, the decrease started only after 12 min. Also
for this concentration, the spectrum at 12 min reproducibly

indicated a higher rotation speed than at 2 min. However,
microscopic observation proved that this was not the case,
and under the influence of nystatin, the rotation speed and
frequency decreased in a continuous way. We observed that
after application of nystatin, cells underwent shape changes
that obviously changed their scattering properties. Control
cells were mainly biconcave (normocytes) with microscop-
ically visible details at their periphery. After nystatin appli-
cation, cells clearly became smoother. Within 10 min they
changed to stomatocytes and then developed peripheral
optical inhomogeneities. These processes are also related to
cell shrinkage. Exposed to our measuring solution, the con-
trol cells shrank to about 70% of their physiological volume
within 30 min. Shrinkage was strongly enhanced by nystatin
(Gimsa et al., 1994).
When nystatin was applied at 20 ,ug/ml, a much faster

decrease in rotation speed could be observed. For this rea-
son the 1/T75 value and the initial decay value decreased
significantly during registration of the first ERLS spectrum.
After 4 min the values became almost frequency indepen-
dent. They could no longer be interpreted as ER spectra.
Fitted peak frequencies in Table 1 are therefore given in
brackets only for the sake of completeness.

DISCUSSION

ACFs for control cells without rotating field

Human red cells have an average volume of 97 ,um3 (Eng-
strom et al., 1992). This corresponds to the volume of a
sphere of 5.7 ,um diameter. Interpretation of the ACF by a
single exponential decay under the assumption of homo-
dyne detection (Berne and Pecora, 1976) led to a spherical
hydrodynamic diameter of 3.1 ,um. The assumption of pure
heterodyne detection would halve the calculated diameter.
Hence the control ACF is fairly consistent with particle size,

Without Nystatin 10 pAg/mI 20 ,Ag/mI

FIGURE 6 Time dependence of ERLS spectra for
cells in measuring solution without nystatin and under
the influence of two different nystatin concentrations.
At the indicated time after suspension, spectra were
recorded within 3 min. Empty circles represent 1/T75
values of the ACFs without rotating field. The me-
dium conductivity was 9.5 mS/m.
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TABLE I Time dependence of the antifield peak parameters f, and peak height, on nystatin concentration obtained from two
different ERLS criteria

Antifield peak expressed by fc/kHz; peak/s-'

1/T75 criterion Initial decay criterion

Time after Without Without
suspension nystatin 10 ,ug/ml 20 ,ug/ml nystatin 10 ,ug/ml 20 ,ug/ml

2 min 134; 25 157; 15 (304); 8 136; 5.3 147; 2.8 (264); 1.6
12 min 125; 24 163; 27 (367); 1.5 120; 6.5 146; 4.4 (522); 0.3
22min 119;25 114;20 (370);2 135;5.4 118;3.3 (103);0.2
32 min 164; 23 89; 20 (269); 3 144; 6 96; 2.6 (302); 0.3

although the size of human red cells is at the upper limit for
reliable radius detection by DLS.
Red blood cells possess a nonspherical, oblate shape.

Therefore rotational diffusion may cause two general types
of motion. Rotation around the short axis would not change
the effective form factor for a cell with a homogeneous
optical structure. Any other rotation results in tumbling and
a change in the form factor with time. Such changes result
in a steeper decay of the ACF and consequently in a cell
radius miscalculation.

Effect of field orientation on ERLS

Field-induced orientation of the cells changes their optical
form factor. Field orientation of cells is usually investigated
in linear AC fields. Its frequency behavior depends on the
external conductivity. At our conductivity, Miller and Jones
(1993) described reorientation of the short axis of red blood
cells from parallel to perpendicular to the field when the
field frequency exceeded 20 MHz. Our microscopic obser-
vation in the ERLS chamber showed that the cells rotate
around their short axis in the frequency range from 5 kHz to
8 MHz. This axis is oriented perpendicularly with respect to
the plane of field rotation and parallel to the laser beam in
our optical setup. In the range of 8-12 MHz, reorientation
was observed. Above 12 MHz the cells rotated around a
long axis. Thus observations in linear and rotating AC fields
are contradictory. The reason is not yet well understood.
Most probably, hydrodynamic phenomena that are unique
for ER are responsible.
The phenomenon of cell reorientation in rotating fields

was not further investigated because it appeared beyond the
antifield rotation peak. It is clear that the degree of orien-
tation depends on the field strength. For smaller field
strengths a stronger tumbling must be expected. Microscop-
ically, a strong orientation could already be observed at the
lowest driving voltage of 4 V. For the optical model, orienta-
tion means the disappearence of tumbling and therefore the
loss of two degrees of freedom for the rotational diffusion.

Theoretical description of the ACF

A first theoretical approach for the description of ERLS was
published by Eppmann et al. (1996). It assumes a spherical

model of radius R with a single optical inhomogeneity at
radius r, (Fig. 7). For homodyne detection the solution for
the ACF of this model undergoing translational and rota-
tional diffusion in parallel to the deterministic ER is given
by

C(T) = 1 + lgt(T)g,(T)gr(T)I2, (1)

where the T-dependent term is factorized, because the three
movements are independent (Pecora, 1985). The factors are
given by

)= ( tn 2

g,(T) = exp -Dt Asin(0/2) T

with

kT
D 6wrriR'

describing the translational diffusion,

g,(T) = Jo(- A r, sin 0

+ 2 2 exp(-(2m)2Djp)J2m( A2 r, sin 0)mlA

(2)

(3)

FIGURE 7 Spherical optical particle model simultaneously undergoing
translational and rotational diffusion, as well as the deterministic field-
induced rotation. For rotational diffusion, only the component around the
ER axis was considered.
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with

kT
fP 8,wqR'

describing the rotational diffusion and

gr(T) = Jo rs sin 0 sin(-w/2)) (4)

describing the deterministic ER. Jn denotes the nth-order
Bessel function, 0 the scattering angle, k Boltzmann's con-
stant, T the absolute temperature, n the refractive index of
the suspension medium, -1 the medium viscosity, and w the
angular speed of field-induced rotation. For the particle
ensemble, a Gaussian distribution of the individual rotation
speeds was easily introduced by averaging the ACFs of such
a distribution. The influence of a distribution of the optical
properties can be described when a spatial distribution for
the position of the optical inhomogeneity within the particle
ensemble is assumed. In this case the ACF of the ensemble
was calculated by averaging over a distribution of individ-
ual positions of the optical inhomogeneities.

For calculations, the red cells were assumed to be spheres
of a radius of 3 ,um rotating at the speed measured micro-
scopically in the center of our chamber. Viscosity, refractive
index, and temperature were assumed to be 10-3 Pa*s, 1.33,
and 295 K, respectively. To obtain an appropriate model,
the theoretical initial decay of the ACF was compared to the
experimental decay. The particle rotation speed at different
field strengths was measured microscopically. The position
of the optical inhomogeneity in the model was varied. We
found that the initial decay of experimental and theoretical
ACFs corresponded for various particle rotation speeds
when rs was assumed to be about 1 ,um. This correspon-
dence could also be found when the ERLS criteria were
applied to theoretical ACFs (see below).
The model predicts that major ACF maxima should exist

at correlation times corresponding to multiples of the rev-
olution period (Fig. 8; Eppmann et al., 1996). This should
be true, even when a distribution width for the rotation
speed comparable to that found in microscopic measure-
ments (7%, compare to Georgiewa et al., 1989) was as-
sumed (Fig. 8 A). Only when a larger distribution than that
found in experiments (15%) is assumed, the first major
maximum declines below the values of the minor maxima
(Fig. 8 A; compare to Fig. 2). Even then, distinct minima
remain that could not be found experimentally. For a better
description, a spatial distribution of the scatterer positions
was introduced. A homogeneous distribution of the scatterer
position on a concentric spherical surface within the spher-
ical particle was assumed. The ACFs for different radii of
the spherical surface were calculated (Fig. 8 B). As can be
seen for such a distribution, the major maxima are little
affected. For a spherical radius of 1 ,um, the first major
maximum of the ACF at T = 1 s even increased. This is
caused by the reduced influence of the rotational diffusion.
The sharp minima disappeared. A combination of speed and
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FIGURE 8 Theoretical ACFs for particle ensembles with different dis-
tributions of the particle properties. The solid line represents a homoge-
neous ensemble of spherical particles of 3 ,um radius, at a particle rotation
frequency of 1 s-' for r, = 1 ,um and a scattering angle of 100. All spectra
were calculated from Eq. 1. (A) Effect of a Gaussian distribution of the
particle rotation frequency within the ensemble. Variations of 7% and 15%
around the mean frequency of 1 s-' are considered. (B) Effect of a
distribution of the position of the particles' optical inhomogeneities. Only
distributions on concentric spherical surfaces within the particles were
considered. Homogeneous distribution of the optical inhomogeneity on
surfaces of two different radii were assumed. A radius of 1.57 ,um corre-
sponds to an average rs of 1 Am.

spatial distribution was not calculated, because of insuffi-
cient computing capacity.

Despite the complexity of the optical cell structure, we
think that there are several other reasons for discrepancies
between experimental and theoretical ACFs, e.g., partially
heterodyne detection of field-induced translational move-
ment of the particles (e.g., DEP; see below). Such move-
ment as well as field-induced and thermal medium convec-
tions may cause fluctuations in the ACF around the baseline
(see Fig. 2). In result, we were not able to extract the

A-
r,= 1 A.um

-- frot-variance 7%
*-frot-variance 15%

I

Scattering site B
fixed at r = 1 ,Lr

and distributed on spherical
surfaces of

r =1 m
*-------r =1.57,m.

I-

I,f
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rotation speed from the position of the extrema found in the
experimental ACFs.
As can be seen in Fig. 8, the range of the initial decay of

the ACF is little affected by the distributions. Because we
only interpret the initial part of the experimental ACFs, we
neglected the distributions considered above. A simple
model with rs set to 1 ,um was applied to simplify further
considerations.

Scattering angle

An optimal angle for the detection of ERLS can be esti-
mated from our simple particle model. At this angle the
ACF decay caused by particle rotation should dominate the
ACF. To find the optimal angle, we compared the influence
of the diffusional terms (IgtgJI2) and the ER term (IgrI2) on
the theoretical ACF (Eq. 1). For an increasing value of the
scattering angle, 0, starting at very low angles, the zero-
order Bessel function of gr and therefore the ACF minima
will reach zero for

4,7n
rs sin 0 ' 2.4.

In our model (rs = 1 ,um) this is the case around 50, the
lower limit of 0 for sensitive ERLS detection. With increas-
ing 0 the diffusion terms overwhelm the deterministic rota-
tion. Therefore, the decorrelation contribution of these
terms (IgtgI12) to the ACF should be weak enough to leave
the IgrI2 contribution detectable. A universally valid crite-
rion for such a condition can hardly be found, because it
would depend not only on 0 but also on the optical and
diffusive particle properties, as well as on the induced
rotation speed. Provided that (for increasing angles) Igtg'12
remains larger than 0.1 at the correlation time (T) corre-
sponding to one particle revolution, IgrI2 can significantly
contribute to the ACF decorrelation. For 1 revolution/s and
a particle radius of 3 /.Lm, IgtgJI2 is 0.1 at about 160.
Accordingly, 0 was fixed between these limits, at 10°, for
experiments.

Criteria for the particle rotation speed

From both experiments and model considerations, we found
that interpretation of the initial decay range of the ACF may
yield a reliable measure for the rotation speed of the parti-
cles. Two simple kinds of criteria can be imagined: to
interpret the time needed for a certain decay of the ACF
(decay-level criterion; see Fig. 5, B and D), or to measure
the decay within a certain correlation time (initial decay
criterion; see Fig. 5 C). In Fig. 9 both criteria are applied to
theoretical ACFs for particle rotation frequencies of up to 2
revolutions/s. To ensure that the decay-level criterion in-
creases with increasing particle rotation speed, it was ex-
pressed by inverse correlation time. Fig. 9 B shows that
these decay-level criteria result in an almost linear depen-
dence on the particle rotation rate. Only the 90% criterion
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FIGURE 9 ERLS criteria applied to theoretical ACFs of a model with a
radius of 3 ,um, rs = 1 ,um, and a scattering angle of 100. (A) Calculated
ACFs for different particle rotation frequencies plotted against the inverse
correlation time, l/h. The dashed line represents the control ACF with no
induced rotation. The other curves represent increasing rotation frequencies
up to 2 s- '. The step width is 0.25 s- . The dotted horizontal lines illustrate
the different decorrelation levels (decay level criteria). The initial decay for
various rotation speeds is found from the intercepts with the vertical line at
T = 30 ms. (B) Dependence of the criteria on particle rotation frequency.
Filled symbols and empty circles represent the decay level criteria marked
in A (left ordinate) and the initial decay criterion for T = 30 ms (right
ordinate), respectively. The left ordinate is the inverse correlation time
TXX 'needed for the decay to the respective ACF level, xx (A, 90%; *,
75%; , 50%; *, 25%). The curves are polynomial regressions including
the orders 0, 1, and 2.

exhibits a slight deviation. In any case, the offset is caused by
the diffusional motions. The 90% criterion shows the highest
offset, even relative to the value reached at 2 revolutions/s.
We favor the 1/T75 criterion, as it combines an almost

linear dependence on rotation speed with high sensitivity for
the induced rotation. It also features experimental robust-
ness, rejecting the experimentally observed, nonreproduc-
ible ACF fluctuations at higher correlation times. The pre-
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dicted linear dependence on rotation speed could be
experimentally found for the 1/T75 criterion above a certain
field strength when field frequencies close to the ER peak
were used. At these frequencies cell rotation is induced with
a high efficiency (Fig. 4). Additional field-induced motions
result in nonlinear behavior, especially in the range of small
ER speeds. These effects are not included in our model.

For the alternative initial decay criterion (the average
decay of the ACF within 30 ms), an approximate quadratic
dependence on particle rotation speed was found theoreti-
cally and experimentally (compare Fig. 9 B, empty circles,
and Fig. 5 C). The advantage of the initial decay criterion
for experiments may be a slightly higher statistical signifi-
cance in the fc determination. This was the result of non-
linear fits of the 30-ms initial decay and the 1/T75 criterion
to the same experimental data sets.

Interpretation of ERLS control measurements

Our ERLS test measurements focus on the interpretation of
the ACF in the antifield peak range. To compare the ERLS
spectra to the actual ER behavior, the imaginary part of the
Clausius-Mosotti function for the complete red cell model
(Gimsa et al., 1996) was transformed according to the ERLS
criterion used. To obtain theoretical 1/T75 spectra, the abso-
lute value of the imaginary part was multiplied by a scaling
factor. Then a frequency-independent offset was added.
Scaling factor and offset were fitted by eye to the measuring
points with the highest weight on the antifield peak range.
Similarly, the initial decay values were fitted, except that
the square of the imaginary part was used. The results are
given by the solid lines in Fig. 5, B and C, allowing a
comparison of the actual ER behavior and ERLS spectra.
The characteristic frequencies of 160 and 162 kHz deter-
mined by nonlinear fits for the antifield peak from the l/T75
and the initial decay criterion, respectively (see results and
dotted lines in Fig. 5, B and C), are about 8% too high
compared to predictions from the dielectric cell model (Fig.
5 A). Reasons for this may be the influence of dielectro-
phoretic particle movement and the dielectrophoretic cell-
cell attraction on the ERLS spectra. The dielectrophoretic
behavior of red blood cells at our external conductivity is
characterized by two major dispersions (see Fig. 5 A). They
mediate the transition from negative to positive DEP pla-
teaus, where the cell is repelled and attracted by areas of
high fields, respectively. At the critical frequencies, polar-
izability of cell and medium balance and the dielectro-
phoretic movement ceases. In contrast, the cell-cell attrac-
tion is caused by the interaction of the induced dipole
moment of two neighboring cells. Its frequency dependence
can be described by the square of the induced dipole mo-
ment of the particle (see Fig. 5 A). It exhibits no zero points
and strongly depends on the interparticle distance (Zhelev et
al., 1991).

Independent of the criterion, a small depression around

1/T25 criterion (Fig. 5 D). For the single-shell model it is
known that the first critical frequency of DEP is 2-05
smaller than the first characteristic frequency of ER (Gimsa
et al., 1991b), rendering the first critical frequency at about
100 kHz. Around this frequency the contribution of dielec-
trophoretic cell movement to the ERLS spectra is mini-
mized. Because the dielectrophoretic contribution is similar
for the other frequencies, the 100-kHz data points were
ignored for more consistent spectra fits. These fits yielded
characteristic frequencies of 151 (1/T75 criterion) and 149
kHz (initial decay criterion). These values differ by less than
1% from the model values. This also suggests that the
influence of cell-cell attraction is negligibly small at our low
cell concentration.

ERLS measurement of nystatin influence

When the first characteristic frequency was followed under
the influence of 10 pTg/ml nystatin, a clear shift to lower
frequencies could be found. It is caused by a drastic de-
crease in the internal cytoplasmatic conductivity by ion loss
and a parallel decrease in ion mobility (Gimsa et al., 1994).
The control cells without nystatin showed no significant
shift. This behavior is in agreement with microscopic con-
trol measurements. Nevertheless, the deviation of about
20% for theft of control cells is too large to determine exact
parameters from one run. This problem may be overcome
by longer measuring times, but this is not practicable for
following the time dependence under the influence of nys-
tatin. In addition, we were not able to clearly separate the
effects of rotation speed changes and nystatin-induced cell
shape transformations. Such shape transformations, by
changing the optical structure of the particles, may even
cause a higher sensitivity of ERLS (see increased 1/T75
values of the 12-min spectrum compared to 2 min for 10
,tg/ml nystatin in Fig. 6). However, for a given cell shape,
the ER spectra can clearly be deduced from the ERLS
spectra. Moreover, the decrease in rotation speed can be
followed (Fig. 6; spectra for 12, 22, and 32 min at 10 ,ug/ml
nystatin).
From the spectra obtained at 20 ,tg/ml nystatin, two

limitations of ERLS in our experimental situation can be
seen: although microscopic measurements showed that cells
still rotated at about 1 revolution/5 s 12 min after suspen-
sion, ERLS spectra showed no significant frequency depen-
dence. Obviously such small rotation speeds can hardly be
detected. A time limit of the method can be seen in the
spectrum observed from 2 to 5 min after suspension. The
decrease in rotation clearly occurred during measurement of
the spectrum. Our procedure of experimental observation of
fc requires that changes be much slower than the recording
time of one spectrum every 3 min.

CONCLUSION

Our new method of ERLS allows the expansion of laser
100 kHz can be seen, which is especially pronounced for the
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ties, such as internal conductivity and membrane capaci-
tance of cells. Nevertheless, some problems remain. A de-
viation from perfect optical rotational symmetry is essential
for ERLS detection (as for microscopic measurements),
although this problem may possibly be overcome by label-
ing. Our optical particle model should only be considered as
a first step. Up to now, the rotation sense cannot be detected.
This information must be additionally obtained from micro-
scopic control measurements, because it is essential for the
characterization of dispersion processes. We propose crite-
ria that allow us to determine the frequency dependence of
the particle rotation speed from the obtained ACFs. Our
criteria depend not only on the rotation speed, but also on
particle shape and translational motions due to DEP and
particle-particle attraction. As a result, rotation speeds sig-
nificantly lower than 1 revolution/s cannot clearly be de-
tected with red blood cells. For cell rotations faster than 1
revolution/s, ER clearly dominates the ERLS spectra, al-
lowing the determination of characteristic frequencies of
ER. ERLS measurements require optimization of particle
concentration because particle concentration influences
multiscattering, heterodyne rate, particle-particle interac-
tion, and aggregation. Nevertheless, ERLS overcomes the
disadvantages of tedious microscopic measurements by
computerization of ER. Registration of the ACF of a particle
ensemble allows statistical significance at short measuring
times. These features of ERLS open the field of nonbiologi-
cal applications, e.g., the study of colloidal particles. We
hope that the use of DLS will be a significant breakthrough in
the application of dielectric particle spectroscopy techniques.
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